2009-10

• 4-year graduation rate at 12.6%

• 6-year graduation rate at 47%

• student-advisor ratio 770:1

• HLC reviewers noted “a significant staffing shortfall in the area of student advising”
2018-19

- 4-year graduation rate: 32.5%
- 5-year graduation rate: 47.1%
- 6-year graduation rate: 49.5%
- student-advisor ratio: met goal of 325:1
"No advisement would have been better!"

"She is a brilliant and helpful advisor who dealt with my concerns and anxiety kindly."

"I felt lost before I went to see X. Now I am on my way to grad school through the shared credit program."

"It was immensely supportive and I felt welcome despite being an older student from outside the area."

"He was great and helpful in understanding me and helping me with my problems with transferring and registration."

"She's just overall a great adviser!"
HR Advising Study has shown the range and quality of your work

It will allow the university to reflect range and quality in the way that roles and jobs are organized
Changes ahead in Fall 2019:

1. 100- and 200-level course renumbering

2. Changes to Core Curriculum/General Education
100- and 200-level course renumbering

3-Digit to 4-Digit Numbering

Standard 4-character subject codes

Ex: PSY 105    INTRO to Psychology    PSYC 1110
Changes to Core Curriculum/General Education

• 31 rather than 37 CH

• 6 CH AREA 1 and 3CH per AREAS 2-7

• 6 Flexible CH (student choice), but courses must be in different areas